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ABSTRACT
The crucial problem during centuries in this world is poverty. However, this problem needs industrious effort to overcome in various types. Poverty is the responsibility all of human being over the world, therefore in the year 2000 the United Nations Organization i.e. UNDP declared the millennium development goals to reduce half of extreme poverty by 2015 as of the priority. A lot of efforts to overcome poverty had been done, yet those efforts were only synonymous with treating those who were sick, had not done early prevention of a kind of vaccination so that children do not experience poor life hopelessly. The research was conducted through The Sanggar Alang Alang Foundation in Surabaya, later on it is mentioned as *the sanggar*, a non-governmental organization (NGO) that had carried out informal education on street children, neglected children, beggars, buskers in order to have basic capital through life after starting adulthood (18 years), at least it can be expected being a member of a prosperous society, even though there is also a failure, because children are also educated by a non-conducive environment coupled with the child’s personality itself also influenced the results of the studio’s business. Education in the sanggar from specific content and ways of conveying, the material provided includes issues of ethics, aesthetics, norms and religion, education is free as in family gatherings. All the implementation of education is intended to complement formal education or pursue packages for assisted children who are endeavored to get scholarships and some are funded by their own foundations. Thus, in addition to the government, the community also has social responsibility in overcoming poverty and inequality by maintaining neglected children and the poor as mandated by the Law, especially as the Sanggar Alang Alang Foundation does not have a definite financial source.
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This research in poverty among the street children had been done in Surabaya, Indonesia using qualitative method with the assistance of the Sanggar Alang Alang Foundation or mentioned as the sanggar, that care for neglected children in the society, they are the street children, such as the other children lived and life in the street of the cities around the world. When economist believe that poverty comes from the insufficient capability of mankind to fulfill their needs demanded, then they have theories to overcome poverty problems, they just look at the income intensively and ultimately they made a proposal to enhance the weaknesses of the poor by giving them capital, hard skill such as technical workforce and give them access to the market.

This research found phenomenon that poverty problem in some countries prove the human role (it means nationality, race, ethnic, tribe) contribute poverty by nature, culture, and way of life.

The mission of the sanggar is to help the poor how to change their fate and giving them facility to obtain education, either formal and/or informal education. The sanggar looked for the scholarship for the children, since the elementary to the high school, even to the university. There are two children had achieved bachelor by this effort, and more of it the children had facility to go to high school.
The informal education given by the sanggar was suitable to the taxonomy of Bloom (1956) constitute cognitive, psychomotoric and affective, however the most important program was to change the character of the children to become strong, polite, religious and smart. However, formal school was inadequate for the whole requirement; the lack was fulfilled by the sanggar as declared to contribute in ethics, aesthetics, religion and norms. The sanggar set the rules, the children had to take bath before coming to the sanggar, they had to kiss the hand of the oldies who were in the sanggar. That is the way how to reduce the bad habit brought from the street.

One day the sanggar had some visitors, the chairman introduced his visitors to the children in the sanggar and mentioned the names of each visitor one by one. Afterward the chairman asked the name of each visitor to the children, then the children responded the question to mention exactly. The purpose of this action was to strengthen the children's memory and actually more beneficial for the children's education process in the school.

If we were in the sanggar (means gallery) we couldn't think that the children were the buskers or the dirty boys or girls, because they were wearing clean clothes with polite attitude. However those character building would not be expected in the formal school and in the children's family environment, and it could be named as a wonderful home, a home where the children and their parents felt like in a big family.

Aside from psychological training, the activities during a week was to train how to play the traditional music instruments, tradional and contemporary dance, to read Al Qur’an, the Islamic holy book, and for the children having talent in sport, the sanggar provided boxing, sport and soccer trainings, it used the public road in front of the sanggar as the gallery, when the busy traffic jams turned down. Once the sanggar on behalf of Indonesian team had performed at the international street children soccer game in Brazil.

Sometimes the sanggar operated a concert conducted by the street children, the fee obtained was distributed to the team members, while the chairman confirmed that by this concert could gain more money and more prestigious rather than busking, it seemed like the beggar. Be ashamed to be a beggar. This is the way how the sanggar brainwashing its children again and again to pursue human dignity.

The researchers interviewed eleven participants, consist of three personels of the sanggar, three poor members, three ex-buskers or street children and two poverty observers. They came from different background. Hence, we can see the representatives of the participants.

The followings are the result of interview:

DH, the chairman and founder of the Sanggar Alang Alang, previously he was the cameraman of state owned television in Surabaya. When in 1998 he saw Surabaya City was overwhelmed with the beggars, buskers, pickpocketers and various poor people. He wanted to know about the street children primarily the buskers by approaching them who gather around the public bus-terminal. He offered to train the buskers to play guitar better, the buskers attractively responded very well.

This is the first step without on purpose to make more serious relationship between DH and the buskers closer and closer. DH recommended the buskers to say “thank you” for the listeners when finishing to sing and getting the alms.

Someday the gangster in the bus-terminal threatening DH to quit his activities, because his activities had reduced the power of the gang to the street children exploited. DH said to the buskers that this relationship would be ended, because it had annoyed the gang, but the buskers refused this reason. They wanted to seek the other venue to meet. With the difficulties finally they found a house to rent close to the terminal. DH and his wife could not escape from the commitment to help the poor, even though they have to spend most of his monthly salary, the only income they have, for the cost of rental house and the other expenditures, and they thought: so what to do.

They felt that they begun the activities by the talent of art, that mean the art could be the way to elevate poverty. By around 70 square meters of the house used, they had to gather around one hundred street children and their parents. However, it was an extraordinary difficulty. In case of insufficient space, they occupied the road for activities.
The street children’s mothers were organized in the BIAN, or mother and child guidance section of the sanggar. The reason of the sanggar to enolve these mothers as the parents of the children was they are closer to the children rather than the fathers. By enrolling them would be able to participate in giving better education in their daily activities to improve the children’s bad habit such as ethics, religiously, and compliance with legal norms, while their husbands (if any) still in work.

SA, a 45-year-old woman, has three children, all of them go to school, beside their profession as buskers. SA works for her junk food merchandise, every midnight she goes to the market to buy banana, cassava, ore peanut, and others then boil these goods until dawn. In the early morning her husband brings it around the town peddling merchandise.

Previously she was illiterate, but by joining the sanggar she learned to read and write.

SL, a 45-year-old woman with highschool graduate, had three children as the buskers. Previously she was an administrator of a hotel, but to get money by busking was preferred because a lot of income and freedom. Her household was broken, her husband was hooked by someone, so she was hopeless, when we asked about her future, she shaked her head. She lived in a rental room in a slum environment of around 9 square meters together with her children, took bath in a public bathroom. By her membership of the sanggar, she got aids from the government, sometimes she got charity of the church.

She and her daughters earned money as much as equivalent $ 10 to $ 15 a day, a sum of more than enough to live, but she didn’t have any saving, because she believed that she easily got money, the bad habit that make this guy consumed all of her earnings with no plan to improve her life. Is it poor?

Usually the poor were entangled in loan sharks, it is normal for the consumptive life style. She owned LED television, cellular phone, refrigerator and motorcycle and the other goods that could not reflect that she was poor.

SM, a 44-year-old woman as a single parent, her husband ran away when she just two month gave birth. She lived with two kids, R (boy) and F (girl) in a terrace coffeeshop. SL didn’t have any definite job. Some times she was a scavenger, beggar and part timer laundry washer.

When the researchers asked her about her plan to improve her life, she could not explain a specific plan, because she was only got elementary school.

From all of the three participants above, we know different condition of each other, even though they were classified as the poor.

The children interviewed were ex the buskers, some of the members of the sanggar still do it, usually when they were still in the elementary school, but when they go to high school this activity quit by itself.

Almost all of the street children in the world have several similarities in the way they live, free of any norms but no future hopes. That is why assistance and guidance needed for them, mentioned below is the sample of ex buskers interviewed:

GN, this boy of 17-year-old previously he was a busker, at last he could go to high school because of the role of the sanggar to get scholarship. He had talent in boxing and got championship in a tournament and playing electone organ, he preferred reggae. When the researchers asked him about his future, with his self confidence he said that he wanted strictly to become a government official.

KK, the boy of 14-year-old, he didn’t have any parent, his mother passed away when he was still 4-year-old. Unfortunately, his father left him and his two siblings, and his eldest brother took over this burden to take care these boys.

His eldest brother was the member of the sanggar and after 18-year-old he left the sanggar for his age of adulthood. KK never went to school, his brothers taught him to read and write, the only earning was by busking, and the education of this boy was depended on his membership of the sanggar. He kept silent when asked about his future.

SLh, this girl a 15-year-old was an orphan, she and her three siblings were raised by her mother who work for selling snacks. Her late father died in 1988 was a taxi driver. During became a widow, this woman took care of the children and her two elder daughter were graduated from high school, and SLh the third child was in the second year of high school.
This means even though a widow with three children, she were able to control her household. It was quite different with SM mentioned above who didn’t know what to do.

Other participants involved are the observers. This part is required to triangulate the information gathered.

The two observers said that the bad cause of poverty was the poor mentality, the people who always hope the gift from others. This habit was not only influence the poor, but also the officials for the bribery.

The two different observers said the bad habit of the poor were wasteful, either personal habit brought by family habit or cultural influence. In some tribes in Indonesia there are traditional ceremonies that consume more financial expenditures.

Researcher concludes that, although poverty is an economic realm, but improving the economy is not always based only upon economic techniques. This means that the economy is not a single solution, even probably this is not a central problem of poverty, it is necessary to consider various aspects involved. Poverty must be addressed early, not after becoming severe.

There are two points of inquiry conclusion:

**Human role in poverty trap.** The evidence illustrate above show us that eliminate poverty would be more essential to begin from the human side, even though it was recognized that the poverty was economic problem, but it might not be overcame by economic instruments.

Start from the requirement of life, it was not only physical matter. As theorized by Maslow (1987) about hierarchy of needs, the lowest demand was physical goods; the higher and highest were about psychological matter. It is also applied for everyone, and it was not surprised when someone we found with the bad appearance refuse to acknowledge that he/or she were poor. This attitude was the values or way of life as the belief of a specific culture. Therefore the sanggar wanted to convince that the important thing was the human being, with its mystery.

Another case of how to understand poverty was the past economic theory believed that the root problem of poverty was the lack of capital, but the fact showed in the last century the World Bank alone provided financial assistance to the developing countries hundreds of billions of dollar, but during 50 years had yielded the expected benefits in reducing poverty, actually in the African countries, Latin America and India.

The problem was in the people behavior, Japan was the best example. Without significant natural resources, Japan could yield agricultural product to export, while Indonesia rich in natural resources had the opposite condition.

**Aids and guidance.** We can have an analogy that we need others when we want to cut our hair. This example could be adopted when have a program to minimize or even to terminate poverty. We have to understand the people we want to help, therefore we are confident to recommend to involve a collaboration between inter-discipline sciences including the psychologist to solve the problem of poverty. Understand about people means the people and the environment covering as the culture, tradition, nature, values, beliefs and not limited with economic concept.

The poor where ever they existed, needed help to solve their weaknesses, the applied knowledge of how to manage their job or business and to spend their income properly.

The research found that the sanggar had the way to empower the poor since at the beginning of human life.

At last the researchers propose a theory that it is more fruitful to solve the poverty problem if it is started from understanding the poor properly to enhance capabilities by empowerment the poor with the strong reasons.
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